This paper presents the results of JET experiments aimed at studying the operational space of plasmas with a Type III ELMy edge, in terms of both local and global plasma parameters. In JET, the Type III ELMy regime has a wide operational space in the pedestal n e -T e diagram, and Type III ELMs are observed in standard ELMy H-modes as well as in plasmas with an internal transport barrier (ITB). The transition from an H-mode with Type III ELMs to a steady state Type I ELMy H-mode requires a minimum loss power, P TypeI . P TypeI decreases with increasing plasma triangularity. In the pedestal n e -T e diagram, the critical pedestal temperature for the transition to Type I ELMs is found to be inversely proportional to the pedestal density (T crit ∝ 1/n) at a low density. In contrast, at a high density, T crit , does not depend strongly on density. In the density range where T crit ∝ 1/n, the critical power required for the transition to Type I ELMs decreases with increasing density. Experimental results are presented suggesting a common mechanism for Type III ELMs at low and high collisionality. A single model for the critical temperature for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs, based on the resistive interchange instability with magnetic flutter, fits well the density and toroidal field dependence of the JET experimental data. On the other hand, this model fails to describe the variation of the Type III n e -T e operational space with isotopic mass and q 95 . Other results are instead suggestive of a different physics for Type III ELMs. At low collisionality, plasma current ramp 
experiments indicate a role of the edge current in determining the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs, while at high collisionality, a model based on resistive ballooning instability well reproduces, in term of a critical density, the experimentally observed q 95 dependence of the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs. Experimental evidence common to Type III ELMs in standard ELMy H-modes and in plasmas with ITBs indicates that they are driven by the same instability.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
Introduction
Type III ELMy H-modes are commonly observed in all divertor tokamaks. In comparison with the Type I ELMy regime, these ELMy H-modes are characterized by small high frequency ELMs and by reduced energy confinement (10-30%). The Type III ELMy regime represents a limit to the operational space of Type I ELMs. In fact, at high density, the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs limits the density achievable with good confinement. Moreover, the transition to Type III ELMs also defines the minimum power below which Type I ELMs are no more observed.
In plasmas with an internal transport barrier (ITB), the benefit (in terms of the divertor transient power load) of a Type III ELMy edge is combined with the transport reduction in the core plasma. In JET, this regime is achieved at relatively low pedestal densities compared with the Greenwald density and the pedestal collisionality of these plasmas is low (ν * < 5 × 10 −2 ). Under these conditions, keeping the edge in the Type III ELMy regime and avoiding a transition to Type I ELMs is an issue since large Type I ELMs can interact with the ITB, causing its 'erosion' [1] .
The reference scenario for Q = 10 inductive operation in ITER is a standard ELMy H-mode with Type I ELMs. This operating point is relatively close to the Type III operational boundary [2] . Therefore, a study of the operational space of Type III ELMs and its scaling with machine and plasma parameters is important for the control and/or the avoidance of these ELMs.
This paper reports the results of experiments carried out in JET to study the operational space of Type III ELMs. Those experiments were carried out in the standard ELMy H-modes regimes, but the results will be compared with the findings for plasmas with an ITB. The operational space of Type III ELMs is studied in terms of global plasma parameters such as input power, plasma density, toroidal field, and plasma triangularity (these findings are reported in sections 2 and 3) as well as in terms of the pedestal parameters n e and T e (section 4). The dedicated experiments described in this paper were carried out with the JET Mark II Gas Box (GB) divertor. The results of previous JET experiments with the Mark IIA divertor [3] are consistent, both in terms of the behaviour of global and local parameters, with the results described here, but one significant difference is also observed. A comparison between the GB and Mark IIA results is briefly discussed in section 5. In section 6, the JET experimental data are compared with some theoretical models for Type III ELMs. The results of this comparison are discussed highlighting common features and differences between Type III ELMs with and without an ITB and between Type III ELMs at high and low pedestal collisionality. Finally, section 7 is dedicated to an analysis of the energy confinement of Type III ELMy H-modes and to discussing briefly the reasons and extent of the confinement degradation with respect to the Type I ELMy regime. 
The power threshold for Type I ELMs
ELMy H-modes with Type III ELMs are observed at low powers above the predicted L-H threshold power, P L-H = 0.45n 0.75 e B t R 2 [4] . According to the definition given in [5, 6] , in Hmodes with Type III ELMs the ELM frequency, f ELM , decreases with increasing input power. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the typical features of a power scan in JET, for neutral beam heated ELMy H-modes without any external gas fuelling. In this example, the plasma current, I p , was 2.5 MA, the toroidal field, B t , was 2.4 T (q 95 ∼ = 3). The plasma average triangularity, δ, was ∼ =0. 22 .
In the power scan of figure 1 the input power, P IN , is increased in steps, starting from P IN just above P L-H . At the lowest input powers (P IN 7 MW in figure 1 ) the plasma is in the Type III ELMy regime, which is characterized by high frequency ELMs with low D α amplitude. At a slightly higher input power (P IN = 8.8 MW in figure 1), the plasma might access the Type I ELM regime and sometimes maintain it for several energy confinement times, but permanent (relative to the heating pulse length) or cyclic transitions to the Type III ELM regime are observed. One such 'permanent' transition to Type III ELMs is shown in figure 1 (second box): the discharge with 8.8 MW neutral beam injection (NBI) has a period of Type I ELMs, which is followed by a transition to the Type III ELMy regime. This transition is accompanied by a large decrease in density and stored energy. At higher P IN (10 MW, again in figure 1 ), a steady state Type I ELMy H-mode is achieved. 'Steady state' means, in this context, that the ELM type, the average diamagnetic stored energy, W DIA (average over the ELM period), and the average plasma density are constant for the entire duration of the additional heating period. Under these conditions, the input power is equal to the average loss power, P loss = P IN − dW DIA /dt . In figure 2 , the ELM repetition frequency, f ELM , is plotted as a function of input power for the discharges of figure 1 and some additional discharges with the same plasma parameters. For P IN less than ∼ =8 MW, f ELM decreases with increasing P IN (Type III ELMs), while for P IN greater than ∼ =10 MW, f ELM increases with input power (Type I ELMs). The plasma discharge with a transition from Type I to Type III is characterized, in the plot of f ELM versus power, by two values of f ELM for a given input power. The Type I ELM frequency of this plasma corresponds to the minimum of the Type I ELM frequency versus power (figure 2). In other words, Type I ELMy H-modes with minimum Type I ELM frequency are difficult to achieve in steady state. According to the general behaviour of the ELM type and ELM frequency versus power illustrated in figures 1 and 2, one can define 'power threshold for Type I ELMs', P TypeI , as the lowest input power, P IN , necessary to maintain in a steady state (as defined above) an ELMy H-mode with Type I ELMs. (P TypeI ∼ = 10 MW in the example of figures 1 and 2.) Figure 3 illustrates that long additional heating pulse duration (long compared with the energy confinement time) and small increments in P IN (small compared with the threshold power) are important for the determination of P TypeI . Figure 3 shows the D α race for two power scans in 2 MA/2 T plasma and with different plasma triangularities: δ ∼ = 0.25 and δ ∼ = 0.33. For these power scans, the steps in power were smaller than the ones in the example of figures 1 and 2, and the heating pulse duration was longer (8 s as opposed to 5 s). As indicated by the vertical line in figure 3, with 5 s of additional heating, the estimated power required to maintain Type I ELMs for the entire duration of the heating pulse would have been ∼ =30% lower. Figure 3 also shows that, as P IN is increased, the transitions from Type I to Type III become cyclic, i.e. Type I ELMs are recovered at constant P IN , and the total period with Type III ELMs becomes shorter. In fact, for example, the discharge with 5.9 MW (δ ∼ = 0.25) is in the Type I ELMy regime only for 8% of the pulse duration, as opposed to the discharge with 7.6 MW NBI, which has Type I ELMs for 65% of the pulse duration. In summary, steady state Type III ELMs are observed at low powers above the L-H threshold power and steady state Type I ELMy H-modes are only observed above a critical power, P TypeI . There is an 
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Time ( power, P L-H , or, in other words, that the parametric dependence of P TypeI on n e and B t might be similar to the one of the L-H threshold power. A dedicated experiment to study the proportionality between P L-H and P TypeI was carried out with the JET Mark II GB divertor [7] . The results of this experiment are summarized in figure 4. In the experiment, power scans were carried out with NBI in plasmas with different I p and B t and at a fixed triangularity, δ ∼ = 0.25. In a Type I ELMy H-mode with NBI, there is a minimum density that can be achieved. This density, called the 'natural' density, is the steady state density achieved without external gas fuelling, as in all the experiments described above. At low triangularity, δ ∼ = 0.25, the natural density is ∼ =50% of the Greenwald density limit, n G . As a consequence of the proportionality between the natural density and I p , the predicted L-H threshold power increases with I p . In the experiment summarized in figure 4 , I p was varied from 2 to 3 MA (2, 2.5, and 3 MA) at a B t value of 2.4 T, and a power scan was carried out for each value of I p . Similarly, at I p = 2.5 MA, P IN was varied in plasmas with B t increased to 3 T. In figure 4 the input power and predicted threshold power of steady state H-modes with Type I ELMs are compared with the same quantities in the initial Type I ELMy phase of plasmas where cyclic or permanent transitions to the Type III ELM regime are observed. As shown in the figure, the results of this experiment confirm the previous findings that an H-mode with Type I ELMs at low triangularity can be maintained in a steady state when the input power is about twice the predicted L-H threshold power:
In this experiment I p and n e are not independent variables. Therefore, the proportionality of P TypeI with P L-H could be due to either an I p or n e dependence. Separate experiments [8] have shown that the L-H threshold power does not depend on I p . The observed proportionality between P TypeI and P L-H suggests that P TypeI too depends on density rather than on I p . The result of this experiment on the proportionality between P L-H and P TypeI is consistent with the inverse mass dependence of both the L-H threshold power [9] and the power required for the transition to the Type I ELMy regime [9, 10] . The multiplication factor between P TypeI and P L-H exhibits some day-to-day variation (≈±20% in GB, for a similar additional heating pulse duration), suggesting a dependence not yet quantified on additional variables, generally referred to as an 'effect of vessel conditioning'.
Although the proportionality between P TypeI and P L-H is a useful global empirical scaling, figure 1 already shows that this scaling does not give a complete picture of the experimental results. In fact, the time evolution of the ratio P IN /P L-H that follows the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs seems to be in contradiction with the picture of a simple proportionality between P TypeI and P L-H (figure 1; plasma with P IN = 8.8 MW, black traces). As shown in figure 1 , a large decrease in plasma density is observed at the transition from the Type I to the Type III ELMy regime. As the density decreases, so does the predicted P L-H (∝n 0.75 ), and the ratio P IN /P L-H increases to values greater than 2. As a consequence, the H-mode should in principle recover the Type I ELMy behaviour. Figure 1 shows that this is not the case. It will be shown in section 4 that this apparent contradiction might be explained in terms of local variables and could also be related to the deviation of the L-H threshold power, at low density, from the predicted density scaling.
The effect of plasma triangularity on the power threshold for Type I ELMs
ELMy H-modes with different triangularity have different steady state parameters. In particular, the natural density increases with δ, being 60-70% of n G for δ ∼ = 0.3-0.4 [11] , compared with 50% at δ ∼ = 0.2. Moreover, the ELM frequency decreases with increasing δ. The higher natural density at high δ implies, at fixed input power, a lower margin above the L-H threshold power than at low δ. As a consequence, from the proportionality between P TypeI and P L-H , one would expect that high triangularity plasmas would require higher powers for steady state Type I ELMs. On the contrary, the results of experiments with the Mark IIA divertor have already suggested that P TypeI could be lower at high δ values than at low δ values. The variation of P TypeI with δ was investigated in detail with the GB JET divertor [12] . The experiment was carried out at 2 MA/2 T, using NBI heating, with plasma triangularity values of 0.25 and 0.33. In JET the L-H power threshold was found to vary with divertor geometry [8] . In order to avoid any change in the L-H power threshold, the X-point height and strike point position were kept the same for the plasma configurations at δ = 0.25 and 0.33. This was achieved by varying only δ upper to change the plasma average triangularity,
The D α traces for some of the discharges in this experiment are shown in figure 3. In the power scan at δ = 0.33, P TypeI is 7.6 MW, compared with the 9 MW necessary to maintain Type I ELMs at δ = 0.25. The experiment shows that the power threshold for Type I ELMs decreases with increasing δ. A similar result, but with a different I p /B t combination (2.5 MA/2.4 T), is shown in figure 4 , where for similar P L-H , P TypeI is reduce by ∼ =30% at higher δ.
Although in these steady H-mode plasmas the average stored energy is constant, W is not constant on the timescale of the ELM period: on this timescale the loss power is reduced by the power required to re-heat the plasma between ELMs (P loss = P IN − dW DIA /dt). For similar plasma parameters, the ELM frequency decreases for increasing δ, and dW DIA /dt between ELMs (approximated here as W DIA / t), is also lower for the high δ plasmas. Therefore, the loss power required for steady state Type I ELMs could in principle be similar at high and low δ values since both P IN and dW DIA /dt decrease with increasing δ. What is observed is instead that the minimum P loss necessary for a steady state Type I ELMy H-mode is lower at a high δ value and the minimum power to the separatrix (P loss − P rad(bulk) ) is also lower. These observations indicate that the lower P TypeI at a high δ value is not related to the variation of the ELM frequency with δ. The Type I ELM frequency for the two high δ plasma at the lowest powers is only indicative due to the irregular ELM behaviour at low powers. Figure 5 shows the ELM frequency as a function of the NBI input power for the high and low triangularity power scans of figure 3. The dotted lines indicate discharges that have periods both of Type I and of Type III ELMs, i.e. a double value of f ELM for a given P IN . The interval of power where this mixed ELM behaviour is observed gives an indication of the extent of the input power range where steady state plasmas with Type I ELMs are not achievable and of the possible error in the determination of P TypeI due to the short pulse length.
In JET high density ELMy H-modes, it has been shown [13] that the power required to access a regime of good confinement at high density (mixed Type I-II ELMs, [14] ) decreases with higher plasma triangularity. Therefore, the reduction in the power threshold for Type I ELMs with triangularity is observed in ELMy H-modes over the entire density range.
Local parameters-H-mode operational space

Observation of Type III ELMs at low and high pedestal density values
In this paper we refer to the Type III ELMs described in the previous sections as 'low density Type III ELMs'. In fact, in those low power Type III ELMy H-modes with no external gas fuelling the normalized density is typically only 25-30% of n G . At high densities and higher input powers, a transition to Type III ELMy H-modes typically occurs when, at constant P IN , the density of an H-mode with Type I ELMs is increased by gas fuelling [11, 15] . Therefore, from an operational point of view, low density Type III ELMs are observed in plasmas with no external fuelling at low input powers above the L-H threshold power. The transition to the Type I ELMy regime is obtained by increasing P IN and thus the margin above P L-H . At high densities, the back transition from Type I ELMs to Type III ELMs occurs when the margin over P L-H is decreased by increasing the density, at constant and relatively high input powers. As with low density Type III ELMs, the repetition frequency of high density Type III ELMs decreases with increasing P IN -P rad [11] . . Time traces of divertor D α , pedestal density, T e at mid-radius (inside ITB) and at the pedestal, and neutron production rate, for #47424, with ITB and ETB. A correlation between the barrier strength (third box, showing the pedestal temperature and the temperature at mid-radius) and the frequency and amplitude of the ELMs is seen, as described in [1] . When the frequency of the ELMs decreases, both the absolute central temperature and the difference between the central and pedestal temperature decrease, indicating a decrease in the temperature gradient inside the plasma.
At low densities, in H-mode plasmas where a transition from the Type I to the Type III ELMy regime occurs (minimum of Type I ELM frequency), as well as in steady state Type I ELMy plasmas with input power just above P TypeI , a 'compound' structure is often observed in the D α trace after the Type I ELM crash (see figure 1 ). Type I ELMs with these characteristics are often called 'compound ELMs' in JET. In plasmas with compound ELMs, the large D α spike of the Type I ELM is followed by a short period of more frequent ELMs with a lower D α amplitude. These frequent ELMs have a D α signature similar to that of Type III ELMs. Moreover, the density and stored energy behaviour that follow the Type I ELM crash are similar to those at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs. Therefore we assume here that compound ELMs are very short periods of Type III ELMs that follow a Type I ELM, although the power dependence of f ELM is difficult to verify since compound ELMs occur in a narrow power range and non-stationary conditions. High frequency, low amplitude ELMs with a D α signature similar to that of Type III ELMs are also observed in discharges with a simultaneous ITB [16] and H-mode edge transport barrier. The frequency and amplitude of these ELMs is often anti-correlated with the ITB strength [1] (as shown in figure 6 ). Those low amplitude ELMs are observed in plasmas with ITBs with an input power much higher than P TypeI for standard ELMy H-modes but lower than the power required for Type I ELMs in the same regime [1, 17] . As in standard Type I ELMy H-modes, in ITB plasmas D-T operation reduces the additional heating power required for the transition Pedestal n e -T e diagram for low triangularity plasmas at 2.5 MA/2.4 T [7] (the plasmas with ITB have B t from 2.4 to 2.6 T. The arrows indicate the ELM cycle for a Type I ELM crash followed by compound ELMs.) from those small ELMs to Type I ELMs [9, 10] and a lower power is required for Type I ELMs at higher plasma triangularity [19] .
Although the power dependence of the ELM frequency of those low amplitude ELMs in plasmas with an ITB has not been studied in detail, we assume they are Type III ELMs on the basis of the similarities in the D α signature.
The four categories of Type III ELMs (high and low density Type III ELMs, compound ELMs, and small ELMs of ITB plasmas) are observed in different regimes (H-modes with and without ITB) and span a very large density range: from very low densities, n e /n G < 0.5, for ITB plasmas, up to densities at, or approaching the Greenwald limit. Given the similarities highlighted before, we compare here the pedestal parameters for these four categories of ELMs. A comparison is shown in figure 7 . Figure 7 figure shows the pedestal electron temperature, T e , from the ECE heterodyne radiometer, as a function of the electron line average density, n e , given by the outermost channel (R = 3.75 m, ρ ∼ = 0.95) of the FIR interferometer, for plasmas at 2.5 MA/2.4 T (the plasmas with ITB have B t from 2.4 to 2.6 T) with low triangularity (δ ∼ = 0.22-0.25) and strike points on the vertical divertor plates or on the corner of the divertor, near the throat of the divertor cryo-pump. T e is taken at the position of the top of the pedestal. For H-modes with Type I ELMs and for Type III ELMy H-modes at high density, the density profiles are relatively flat, and so the density at 3.75 m can be taken as the pedestal density. For Type III ELMy H-modes at low densities, where the density profile are more peaked (see section 7), taking n e at 3.75 m may overestimate somewhat the pedestal density. As shown in figure 7, Type III ELMs of plasmas with an ITB have the lowest pedestal density and the highest pedestal temperature. In the ELMy H-mode regime, the lowest pedestal density (and highest T e ∼ = 1600 eV) is achieved for a plasma configuration with the strike points in the corner of the divertor. This configuration is optimized for pumping by the JET divertor cryo-pump. As shown in figure 7, due to the increased divertor pumping, the corner configuration produces a standard H-mode with very low pedestal densities and pedestal temperatures in the same range as the T e of plasmas with an ITB. Therefore, the pedestal parameters for low density Type III ELMs, which follow the expected inverse power dependence of f ELM , overlap the n e -T e operational space of the small ELMs of ITB plasmas, giving confidence to the assumption that the latter are indeed also Type III ELMs. The continuous and dotted arrows in figure 7 describe the n e -T e trajectory of the pedestal top with Type I ELMs that are followed by compound ELMs. The drop in pedestal temperature associated with the Type I ELM crash is followed by the evolution of the pedestal parameters towards lower n e and higher T e values during the phase of compound ELMs. Compound ELMs can be seen as temporary transitions to the Type III regime, from which the confinement is then recovered. Their trajectory in the n e -T e space is in the region of intermediate densities and temperatures. Figure 7 shows the pedestal n e and T e for high density ELMy H-modes at a high pedestal density and low temperature, where the transition to the Type III ELMy regime is induced by external strong gas fuelling.
To further illustrate the behaviour of the pedestal parameters at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs at a low density and the differences between the corner and vertical configurations, figure 8 shows the time evolution of D α , the pedestal and core n e and T e , core T i , and the diamagnetic stored energy, W DIA , for two low density plasma, at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs.
The red traces belong to an H-mode with a plasma configuration with the strike points in the corner of the divertor, while the black traces are for a plasma with the strike points on the vertical plate of the divertor. The figure shows, for both plasmas, the large drop in both pedestal and core density at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs. The pedestal (and core) T e with Type III ELMs is instead equal to the average value during the Type I ELMy phase for Pedestal n e -T e diagram for 2.5 MA/2.4-2.6 T and 3.3-3.6 MA/3.4 T Type III ELMy H-modes. n e from the FIR interferometer outermost channel and T e from the ECE heterodyne radiometer.
the vertical configuration. In the corner configuration (lower pedestal n e ), the pedestal T e with Type III ELMs can be higher than the maximum T e reached in the Type I ELM cycle. The core T i shows a similar time evolution at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs and is higher than T e in those low density plasmas. The figure also shows the large drop in plasma stored energy at the transition to Type III ELMs. Figure 8 also illustrates that with compound ELMs the behaviour of the pedestal n e and T e are similar to what is observed at the final transition to Type III ELMs, but the drop in density is smaller. The density dependence of the critical temperature for Type III ELMs is similar to the one of the critical temperature for the L-H transition [8] . The experimental n e -T e at the L-H transition is also shown in figure 7 . Experiments with the GB divertor [8] have shown that, below a critical density, the critical temperature for the L-H transition increases with decreasing density. For densities below this critical density, the measured P L-H increases (or remains constant) for decreasing density, so that deviations from the L-H threshold power predicted by the scaling are observed.
Considering together all the observations of Type III ELMs summarized in figure 7, one can see from figure 9 (where the same data of figure 7 are plotted in red) that the pedestal plasma temperature, in the Type III ELM regime, does not depend strongly on density at high n e values and increases with decreasing density at low n e values. For most of the points of figure 9 , the temperature plotted is a 'critical temperature', that is, any increase in T e will produce a transition to Type I ELMs. In fact, for the Type III ELMy H-modes in figure 7 (red circles), it has been experimentally verified that a small step-up in power during the Type III ELMy phase does produce a transition to Type I ELMs. For the ITB plasmas, one can see in figure 6 that there can be various transitions from Type III ELMs back to Type I ELMs within the same discharge. The temperature plotted in figures 7 and 9 for those plasmas is the T e just before such transitions. In the high density ELMy H-modes, either a step-up in power or a decrease in density triggers the transition to Type I ELMs. One could consider also the T e Central n e
Central T e T e (Pedestal) Figure 10 . Effect of gas puff; 2.5 MA/2.4 T, P IN = 9 MW. 46246, no gas; 46248, with gas fuelling. The pedestal density is given by the outermost channel of the FIR interferometer (see comments on page 11).
during compound ELMs to be 'critical' since at higher power the compound ELM behaviour disappears. Figure 9 also show a set of low density Type III ELMy H-mode data for plasmas at B t = 3.4 T. This set of data includes n e -T e for compound ELMs. For this higher B t (and I p ), high density data are not available. The scatter of the data is larger at 3.4 T than at lower fields. This larger scatter is at least partially due to the fact that, since fewer dedicated experiments were done at 3.4 T and hence fewer data are available at this toroidal field, the 3.4 T data represent more an existence domain for Type III ELMs in the n e -T e space than a critical boundary for T e . Figure 9 shows that, while the density dependence of the Type III ELMs critical temperature is similar at low and high B t values, T e is larger at higher toroidal field values.
Dependence of the Type I ELM transition on pedestal density
Since the critical temperature for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs increases at low density in a manner similar to that of the L-H critical temperature, one could conceive that, below a certain density, P TypeI might also increase. Experimentally, one indeed finds that increasing the density of a low density Type III discharge reduces the power threshold for Type I ELMs. Already in the Mark IIA experiments we have observed that with reduced divertor pumping (and no external fuelling), resulting in higher pedestal n e and lower T e , it was possible to maintain Type I ELMs at lower powers [3] . Figure 10 shows the results of an experiment carried out in the GB divertor to test the dependence of P TypeI on density at a low density. With identical P IN , the discharge with a constant external fuelling of 10 22 atoms s −1 is in the Type I ELM regime (marginally, because compound ELMs are observed), while the discharge with no fuelling collapses to that of the lower confinement, Type III regime. In a manner similar to that of the reduced divertor pumping, the effect of the external fuelling is to increase both the edge and core n e and reduce edge and core T e . The trajectory of the compound ELMs of the plasma with gas fuelling is indicated in figure 7 by the dotted arrows, while the compound ELMs with no gas fuelling are shown, in the same figure, by the continuous arrow. A possible interpretation of the result of this experiment is that, for the lower density plasmas with no external fuelling, a higher temperature (i.e. higher power) is required for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs since T ∝ 1/n. In other words, at a low density, P TypeI increases as the density decreases. The behaviour of P TypeI and of the L-H threshold power at a low density could explain why the decrease in density and consequent increase in the predicted P IN /P L-H that accompanies the transition to Type III ELMs (as shown in figure 1 and discussed in the first section) does not lead to the plasma recovering the Type I ELM behaviour. In the density range where the critical temperature for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs is ∝1/n, an increase in input power as well as an increase in density triggers a transition to the Type I ELMy regime.
Type III ELMs at low densities: comparison between the Mark IIA and Mark II GB divertors
The results discussed in the previous sessions, in particular the correlation between P TypeI and P L-H and the dependence of P TypeI on density, B t , and triangularity, were also found with the JET Mark IIA divertor [20] . Nevertheless, one significant difference is observed in the behaviour of low collisionality plasmas with the Mark IIA and GB divertors: at low densities, Mark IIA plasmas with P IN slightly below P TypeI remained in the L-mode. The results of the Mark IIA experiments will be summarized briefly in this section, and the possible reason for the absence of Type III ELMs at low collisionality with the Mark IIA divertor will also be discussed. With the Mark IIA JET divertor [20] , extensive experiments were carried out with ELMy H-modes in deuterium at high plasma current (3.5 MA I p 5 MA) and low δ (δ ∼ = 0.22) values, in preparation for the JET D-T experiment [3] . Those experiments highlighted the limits in operational space for Type I ELMy H-modes at low triangularity, when operating at high currents and toroidal fields. One of the main restrictions for these experiments was the limited additional heating power available in JET: the available power was marginal/not sufficient to achieve H-modes with Type I ELMs at high I p values. In high I p plasmas, a transition to the L-mode regime, sometimes preceded by a brief period transition to Type III ELMs, was observed [21] . Although the occurrence of the L-mode transition was associated with operation with input powers, P IN , too close to the H-mode threshold power, P L-H [21] , this transition occurred at relatively high input powers, up to about twice the L-H predicted threshold power. The correlation between the power required to maintain Type I ELMs and the L-H threshold was confirmed by the D-T experiment, where a wider operational space in Type I ELMs for high I p plasmas was found, consistent with the inverse isotope mass dependence of the L-H threshold. Figure 11 shows a comparison between the transition to the L-mode observed with the Mark IIA divertor at a high I p value and the transition to the Type III ELMy regime with the GB divertor.
Most of the results described in the previous sections are common for ELMy H-modes with the Mark IIA and the Mark II GB divertor. Similar to the behaviour with the GB divertor, at input power just below P TypeI the Mark IIA plasma could access the Type I ELMy regime, but transitions (cyclic or permanent) to a lower confinement mode (L-mode) were observed. The experiments in Mark IIA and GB used a different plasma magnetic configuration: the divertor strike points were on the horizontal divertor target in Mark IIA, while with the GB divertor, due to the presence of the divertor septum, only configurations with the strike points on the vertical divertor target, or on the corner of the divertor, were possible (see figure 12 ). The measured H-mode power threshold for GB discharges with the strike points on the vertical target is higher than the H-mode power threshold for Mark IIA plasmas with the strike points on the horizontal target [8, 18] . Consistently, we find that higher power is required to maintain a Type I ELMy H-mode in a steady state in GB than was required in Mark IIA. In summary, while both the measured P L-H and P TypeI values were lower with the Mark IIA divertor, a transition from the Type I ELMy regime to L-mode was observed in Mark IIA at P IN < P TypeI . These two findings are in apparent contradiction. Most probably, what prevented the Mark IIA plasmas from maintaining an H-mode pedestal with Type III ELMs was the presence of a n = 1 MHD instability localized in the pedestal region [21] . This mode was always present during the L-mode phase (but not during the short Type III phases, if they were present), and it disappeared if the plasma made a transition back to Type I ELMs in the same discharge. As reported in [21] , the mode had a low frequency of the order of 100 Hz. This n = 1 mode was localized in the plasma edge, since m > q 95 . In some cases, as the one shown in figure 13 , the mode and the D α signature were correlated. The nature of this instability as well as the reason why it is not present with the GB divertor is not known. The mode was clearly unstable for the lowest collisionality and stable at the power levels required for a steady state H-mode with Type I ELMs. Similar to the ELMy H-mode behaviour, plasmas with an ITB also had an L-mode edge with the Mark IIA divertor but an H-mode edge with the GB divertor [22] .
Discussion and comparison of the experimental data with models
As described in section 3, the pedestal n e -T e of Type III ELMy H-modes in JET covers a wide range of density and temperature. At a low density, the pedestal T e increases with decreasing pedestal density approximately as 1/n and increases with increasing toroidal field (see figure 9) . At a high density the pedestal temperature is independent of density or the density dependence is very weak. The Type III ELMy data of figure 9 have been compared with the model proposed by Pogutse and Igitkhanov [23, 24] . According to this model, Type III ELMs are caused by resistive interchange instability where the driver is provided by magnetic flutter (RIF). When the radial electric field just inside the separatrix becomes sufficiently strong, it can stabilize the RIF. This condition gives the upper boundary for Type III ELMs in the n e -T e diagram as
where β = (M i /m e ) 3/2 β n s 2 /q and ρ = ρ/R is the normalized toroidal Larmor radius. λ = 1/ν , where ν is the dimensionless flutter frequency:
1/2 [23, 24] . From this condition, the asymptotic scaling for the critical temperature for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs can be derived for two ranges of collisionality: Pedestal n e -T e diagram for 2.5 MA/2.4-2.6 T and 3.3-3.6 MA/3.4 T discharges. n e from the FIR interferometer outermost channel and T e from the ECE heterodyne radiometer. The data are compared with the critical temperature (or upper boundary) for Type III ELMs predicted by the model of [23] and [24] .
where c τ , c F , and c ν are fitting constants, n e and T e are taken at the top of the H-mode pedestal, and the safety factor, q, and shear, s, are taken as q 95 and s 95 . The model prediction of the critical temperature, T 0cirt , is compared with the JET data at B t = 2.4 and 3.4 T in figure 14 (same set of data as figure 9 ). The deuterium plasmas at B t = 2.4 and 3.4 T have low shear (s 95 ∼ = 3) and similar q 95 (q 95 from ∼ =3 to ∼ =3.3). For both toroidal fields, the data include ELMy H-mode plasmas and plasmas with simultaneous ITBs and ETBs. The fit coefficients have been adjusted to fit the 2.4 T data, and the same coefficients were used then for the 3.4 T data and for the analysis presented in the following figures. Although the coefficients used here for the Type III ELM boundary are different from the ones used in ( [24] , see also [25, 26] ) to fit the Type III ELM boundary for ASDEX-U, DIII-D, and Alcator C-MOD, using the same coefficients given in [24] to fit the JET data results in little difference in the predicted curves for T 0cirt . This analysis shows that there is good agreement between the model and the experimental data. In particular, the model reproduces the strong increase in the critical temperature of Type III ELMs with B t that is observed at low collisionality. In figure 15 , the same set of data of figure 14 is shown with the additional L-H transition data at 2.4 T, already presented in figure 7 . The data for the electron temperature just before the L-H transition (at the position where the top of the H-mode pedestal is observed later in the discharge, when the H-mode is fully formed) are fitted to the L-H transition model prediction from [27, 24] . In this model, the condition for the L-H transition is given by the stabilization of the Alfvén drift wave instability. The coefficients used here for the L-H transition curves are fitted to the JET data, and so they are different from the ones given in [27] . The curve for the predicted L-H temperature boundary at 3.4 T is also shown in the figure. For the 3.4 T data of plasmas with ITB, the predictions of the L-H and Type III models [23, 24] are compared, at low collisionality, with the L-mode data (just before the L-H transition) and ELM free data (just after the transition from the Type III to the ELM free regime). A comparison of L-H data with models (see [28] ) is outside the scope of this paper: the comparison of the models with the L-H and ELM free data is shown here to illustrate that the combination of these two models predicts the narrow density operational space between the L-mode, Type III ELMs, and Type I ELMs that is found experimentally at low collisionality. While both in ASDEX-Upgrade and in C-MOD Type III ELMs are found only at high collisionality, Type III ELMs at low density/collisionality were identified also in DIII-D [29] . In DIII-D, Type III ELMs are found in separated collisionality regions of the n e -T e space, i.e. no data are found at intermediate collisionality. As pointed out in section 2, the intermediate collisionality region in the n e -T e diagram of the 2.4 T JET data is filled by the trajectory of compound ELMs.
The absence of steady state Type III ELMs in this region might be due to the specific experimental conditions since most experiments to study Type III ELMs are carried out either at low densities and powers or at very high densities. Still, the DIII-D observation could suggest that different physics mechanisms could be responsible for Type III ELMs at low and high collisionality. From a comparison of the characteristics of the Type III to Type I transition in standard ELMy H-modes and plasmas with an ITB, current driven peeling modes are indicated in [1] as the candidate instability causing Type III ELMs at low collisionality in plasmas with ITBs. Type III ELMs are observed in ITB plasmas at much higher loss power than the power required to maintain Type I ELMs in standard ELMy H-modes [1, 17] . According to [1] , there are strong indications that the main difference between plasmas with and without ITBs could be due to the different current profile and, in particular, to the larger fraction of edge current in ITB plasmas preventing the transition to Type I ELMs. Current driven peeling modes are then stabilized by the increased pressure gradient at higher powers [30] . Although the discussion from [1] might suggest a different physics mechanism for low collisionality Type III ELMs in ELMy H-modes and plasmas with ITBs, experiments where the plasma current was ramped down in low collisionality standard Type III ELMy H-modes demonstrate that the edge current might determine the Type I/III ELM transition also in this regime. In figure 16 the time traces with two low density ELMy H-modes without I p ramp are compared with identical plasmas with an I p ramp-down from 2.5 to 2 MA during the Type III ELMy phase (with P IN just below P TypeI ). Figure 16 shows that, in the discharges where the plasma current was ramped down, a transition from Type III to Type I ELMs was observed. At the transition to Type III ELMs, the local n e -T e are consistent with the prediction of the model based on resistive interchange instability. Although the short delay (<100 ms), between the start of the I p ramp and the changes in pedestal and ELM behaviour, suggests an effect only on the plasma edge, an immediate reduction of transport is seen also in the plasma core ( figure 17) . Experiments where the plasma current was ramped up in an H-mode with Type I ELMs in order to trigger a transition to Type III ELMs did not produce any change in ELM behaviour. This phenomenon might be due to the fact that in those plasmas the additional heating power was much larger than P TypeI . In fact, this result is in contrast with another experiment carried out with the Mark IIA divertor, where an I p ramp-up produced a transition to L-mode (see section 5), and an I p ramp-down was observed, inversely, to produce a transition from an L-mode to an H-mode with Type I ELMs [21] .
The results of the I p ramp experiments suggest that it is likely that low density Type III ELMs for plasmas with and without ITBs are driven by the same instability. In addition, as pointed out in section 3, standard ELMy H-modes can have pedestal n e and T e values T e (Central ) Figure 17 . At the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs triggered by the I p ramp-down, both pedestal density and temperature increase. The increase in the pedestal temperature seen at each sawtooth crash is transient and not sufficient to provoke a transition to Type I ELMs, in the absence of the I p ramp. At the transition, the transport is reduced also in the plasma core.
in the same region of the pedestal n e -T e operational space for ITB plasmas and therefore similar pedestal collisionality. Moreover, the same pedestal temperature boundary at B t = 2.4 and 3.4 T seems to define well the transition from Type III ELMs to Type I ELMs both for plasmas with ITBs (see also [10, 31] ) and without ITBs. The changes observed with plasma triangularity are also similar: in both scenarios, a lower power is required for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs at higher plasma triangularity [19] . Finally, also common to the two regimes is the observation that D-T operation reduces the additional heating power required for the transition to Type I ELMs [9, 10] , indicating an inverse mass dependence of P TypeI , and different behaviour of the Mark IIA (L-mode edge) and GB divertor (H-mode edge) [22] . At high densities, the results from JET, ASDEX-U, C-MOD, and DIII-D, show that the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs happens above a critical temperature that is independent of density and increases weakly with toroidal field [24] .
In figure 18 , the predicted boundary [23, 24] between Type I and Type III ELMs at high densities is shown for the density scans at 8, 11, and 14 MW of input power described in section 7. The L-H predicted boundary [27] is also plotted in the figure to show that the majority of the data for Type III ELMs are found above the predicted L-H boundary.
The JET data suggest that, at high collisionality, the critical temperature for Type III ELMs does not depend strongly on triangularity (see section 7) , consistent with the model prediction. In fact, according to the model of Pogutse and Igithkanov, the shear dependence of T 0cirt should be stronger at low collisionality. The variation in the edge shear of the JET low density ELMy H-modes with Type III ELMs is too small to verify the predicted shear dependence of T 0cirt , but the variation in critical temperature is consistently small both in the model predictions and in the few data available. Note that the decrease of P TypeI , observed in high triangularity ELMy H-modes both at low and high densities, could also be related to the physics mechanism governing the low pressure boundary of Type I ELMs [32] , i.e to the different crashes of temperature and density at the ELM event. The mass dependence predicted by the Pogutse-Igithkanov model was checked against the JET data. The comparison of the data for different isotopes is carried out using the temperature from LIDAR since the ECE data were not available for the hydrogen plasmas. The LIDAR T e data are taken at a fixed position (R = 3.75 m), which is further inside the plasma compared with the typical position of the pedestal. Since the temperature profiles are not as flat as the density profiles, the absolute value of T e given by LIDAR at 3.75 m is generally higher than the pedestal temperature, so that the data cannot be compared accurately with the model predictions since the fitting coefficients for the model were derived by fitting T e data from ECE. Even if a quantitative comparison is not possible, figure 19 shows nevertheless that the high density Type III data for different isotopes seem to be separated in density more than in temperature and that the model does not reproduce the trend observed in the experimental data.
Finally, as shown in figure 20 , the model of Pogutse-Igithkanov predicts a too strong dependence of the critical temperature on q 95 for high density JET ELMy H-modes. This wrong dependence of the predicted boundary on q 95 was also reported, at low collisionality, for plasmas with ITBs [31] .
A different model for Type III ELMs at high collisionality describes correctly the q 95 dependence observed in JET for the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs at high densities. According to the model of Chankin and Saibene [33] , Type III ELMs at high densities are driven by resistive ballooning instability, and the dimensionless pressure gradient, F = q 2 R β/f (s) (pressure gradient normalized to the ballooning limit), and collisionality, v * e = Z eff n e qR/T 2 e , are the key parameters responsible for the threshold of both ideal and resistive ballooning instabilities. At the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs, while the pedestal temperature (and pressure) always decreases, the pedestal density might either increase or decrease (see also section 7). If the fuelling is increased further with Type III ELMs, an H-L transition is eventually observed. As a consequence, there is a limiting value for the maximum density achievable in an ELMy H-mode. This critical density is given either by the maximum density achievable with Type I ELMs (critical density for the transition to Type III ELMs) or by the Pedestal n e -T e for high density Type I and Type III ELMs in gas scans carried out at different q 95 . The experimental data in this figure are the same data that were analysed in [7] . q 95 was varied by varying I p at constant B t or B t at constant I p in separate gas scans.
density prior to the H-L transition. The H-mode limiting density is usually expressed in terms of the Greenwald density limit, or similar expressions of the form B α /q β R γ . A scaling of the critical density for the transition to Type III ELMs of this form is derived in [33] by fixing the two dimensionless similar parameters, F and ν * . Experimentally, the density at which the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs is observed in JET is found to scale, at high density, as n e,crit = B t /q 5/4 . This dependence agrees with the prediction from the model 
eff . This is shown in figure 21 , where n ped data at the transition to high density Type III ELMs are plotted with the scaling curve. The data in the figure are from [11] and from I p -B t scans in high density ELMy H-modes with Type III ELMs, at constant plasma shape, P IN , and s 95 .
In summary, the critical temperature for the stabilization of Type III ELMs predicted by the model of Pogutse and Igithkanov is in good agreement with both the B t and density dependences of the JET deuterium data at constant q 95 . Moreover, this model describes well, with a single set of fitting coefficients, the data from different tokamaks. This suggests that the model predicts the correct form of the scaling of T crit in the β, ρ, ν variables.
As noted before, the combination of this model with the L-H transition model predicts the relatively narrow density operational space between L-mode and Type I ELMs, which is observed experimentally in plasmas with ITBs at low collisionality. According to these models, the widest operational space with Type III ELMs (in particular at low collisionality) should be achieved with low magnetic shear and high B t (as is the case for the ITB plasmas analysed in this paper). In contrast, due to the I p dependence of the predicted T crit,L-H , a high plasma current and high shear should move the L-mode boundary to higher densities and reduce the Type III ELM region, to the extent that the H-mode transition could be directly in the ELM free regime. On the other hand, JET experiments have shown that T crit,L-H does not depend on the plasma current [8] .
Discrepancies between the Pogutse-Igithkanov model and experimental data are found regarding the dependence of T 0crit on isotopic mass and q. The Chankin-Saibene model predicts the critical density for the transition to Type III ELMs at high collisionality, and the predicted inverse q 95 dependence is in good agreement with the experimental data. It is difficult, given their different nature, to make a direct comparison between the two models. It is possible, however, that resistive ballooning and interchange instabilities are combined at a high density, where the gap between the ideal ballooning and L-H transition in the n e -T e diagram narrows. At low collisionality, the behaviour with I p ramps and the analysis of ITB plasmas [1] suggest peeling modes as the instability triggering Type III ELMs. Although it is possible that a different instability is responsible for high and low collisionality Type III ELMs, the JET data also show a continuum in the n e -T e operational space that includes data at intermediate collisionality. Moreover, there are common experimental observations for both low and high collisionality Type III ELMs such as the ELM frequency variation with power, the occurrence of these ELMs at low powers above the L-H threshold, and the variation of P TypeI with plasma triangularity as well as the quantitatively similar degradation of the H factor, compared with the Type I ELMs at the same density (see next section).
Energy confinement of Type III ELMy H-modes
In JET ELMy H-modes with Type III ELMs, the energy confinement enhancement factor relative to H-mode scaling (H 98(y, 2), [34] ) is lower than for Type I ELMs, over the entire density range. This is illustrated in figure 22 , where the H factor is plotted against the fraction of the core line averaged density over the Greenwald density, for Type I and Type III ELMs. Figure 11 also shows that the H factor of Type III ELMy H-modes degrades with density in a similar way as for Type I ELMy H-modes [11] . The observation that Type III ELMy H-modes with increased triangularity can achieve higher densities with better confinement (see figure 23 , from [14] and [35] ) is also similar to the Type I ELMy H-mode behaviour. Although data of the energy confinement dependence on triangularity are scarcer for Type III ELMs than for Type I ELMs, the trend shown in figure 23 is confirmed by the data in the JET ELMy H-mode steady state database and holds over the entire density range. As reported in [11] , in high density Type III ELMy H-modes, the degradation of confinement (compared to Type I ELMs) is characterized by an enhanced edge cooling and reduced pressure gradient. At the transition, the decrease in pedestal temperature is not compensated by any increase in the pedestal density, resulting in a net loss of pedestal pressure. As reported in [11] , the observed decrease in pedestal stored energy at the transition to Type III ELMs at high densities does not account totally for the global confinement losses, and increased core transport also plays a role. In low density ELMy H-modes, the lower plasma pressure is not due to the cooling of the pedestal, as at high densities, but due to lower densities (compared with Type I ELMs) across the plasma profile. The central beam fuelling at low edge n e values produces slightly more peaked density profiles with Type III ELMs than with Type I ELMs. The central and pedestal T e values are either unchanged or increased with Type III ELMs compared with Type I ELMs, and T i > T e . Both the T e and T i profiles are more peaked during the low density Type III ELMs than with Type I ELMs.
The pedestal n e and T e at the transition from the Type I to the Type III ELMy regime at a high density are shown in figure 24 for 2.5 MA/2.7 T plasmas at different triangularity: δ ∼ = 0.23 (black symbols), δ ∼ = 0.38 (red symbols), and δ ∼ = 0.47 (blue symbols). The density scans at δ ∼ = 0.23 (with 11 MW NBI), δ ∼ = 0.38, and δ ∼ = 0.47 are the same density scans shown in figure 23 . In addition, the data from two further density scans with δ ∼ = 0.23 with 8 and 14 MW NBI are included in figure 24 . In this figure, the full symbols represent the n e -T e data for the top of the H-mode pedestal in Type I ELMy plasmas (average over the ELM cycle) and the empty symbols are the pedestal data for the Type III ELMy plasmas. The dotted line in the figure divides the Type I ELMy regime from the Type III ELMy regime in terms of pedestal temperature and indicates that, at least at high densities, the critical temperature for the transition to Type III ELMs does not seem to depend on triangularity. Figure 24 also shows that, as the gas fuelling is increased in subsequent discharges with Type III ELMs, the pedestal temperature (and the global confinement, see figure 23 ) of the Type III ELMy plasmas decreases, as indicated by the arrows in figure 24 . While the pedestal T e always decreases as the fuelling is increased in plasmas with Type III ELMs, the pedestal density responds by either increasing or decreasing. At least for low triangularity plasmas, where the degradation of confinement with density in the Type I ELMy regime is more pronounced than at high δ values, the pedestal pressure degrades continuously from the Type I to Type III ELMy regimes, with the Type I ELMy plasmas at the highest density and the Type III ELMy plasmas having very similar pedestal pressure and confinement. The plasma with δ ∼ = 0.47 in figure 24 has a behaviour different from those at lower δ values at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs: a large decrease in the pedestal n e is observed as well as a drop in the pedestal T e . It is not clear what causes this loss of pedestal n e , or if the correlation between the different behaviour of the pedestal n e at the transition to Type III ELMs and the plasma δ, which is suggested by the data in figure 24 , is indeed an effect of triangularity. In fact, a decrease in pedestal density at the transition to Type III ELMs is sometimes observed also at low δ values (see also [11] ).
Summary and conclusions
The Type III ELMy regime in JET is found in a large operational space in terms of the pedestal n e -T e , with Type III ELMs being observed in standard ELMy H-modes as well as in plasmas with an ITB. Steady state Type I ELMy H-modes are only observed above a critical power, P TypeI . At powers just below P TypeI , the plasma can access the Type I ELM regime and sometimes maintain it for several energy confinement times, but cyclic or permanent transitions to Type III ELMs are then observed. In JET, for a given plasma triangularity, P TypeI is proportional to the L-H threshold power and decreases for increasing δ. P TypeI is also observed to increase at low densities. The highest P TypeI is for a low density low triangularity (δ ∼ = 0.25) plasma where the Type I ELMy regime and the good confinement associated with it can be maintained in a steady state with a power of about twice the L-H threshold power. A reduction in P TypeI of 20-30% is observed for an increase in δ from ∼ =0.2 to ∼ =0.3.
In the pedestal n e -T e diagram, the density of JET plasmas with Type III ELMs can be as low as 20% of the Greenwald limit, n G , or as high as ∼ =nG. The critical pedestal temperature for the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs, T cirt , increases with decreasing density (T e ∝ 1/n e ) at low a density and is approximately constant at high density. At low densities, T cirt increases with toroidal field (T e ∝ B 2 t ) at constant q 95 . Plasmas with an ITB and Type III ELMy edge have generally lower pedestal n e and higher pedestal T e values than standard ELMy H-modes. Nevertheless, with a similar plasma configuration optimized for divertor pumping, the n e -T e of low density Type III ELMy H-modes overlaps with the operational range of plasmas with an ITB. Similar to what is observed in standard ELMy H-modes, an increase in density at constant power can trigger a transition to Type I ELMs also in Type III ELMy plasmas with ITBs [10] . Also similar for the two regimes is the observed reduction in the power required to access the Type I ELMy regime with increasing triangularity [19] and isotopic mass. The similarities in the pedestal behaviour of plasmas with and without an ITB indicate that the ELMs are driven by the same instability, despite the fact that only for standard ELMy H-modes has it been proven in JET that the ELM frequency follows the inverse power dependence, typical of Type III ELMs. The most significant difference between the two regimes is the much higher power at which Type III ELMs are still observed in plasmas with ITBs. This difference cannot be explained only in terms of the decrease in P TypeI with decreasing density [1] . All the above results are common to the JET Mark IIA and GB divertors. Only one significant difference between the two divertors was observed in low collisionality plasmas with and without ITBs: at powers below P TypeI , the Mark IIA plasma remained in L-mode. This difference is attributed to the presence of an additional n = 1 low frequency pedestal instability in the MARK IIA plasmas, which prevented them from maintaining an H-mode pedestal with Type III ELMs. This instability, of unknown nature, was stabilized for P > P TypeI .
The JET data, in contrast with results from other tokamaks, indicate that the operational space for Type III ELMs covers a wide range of pedestal collisionality. The common observations at low and high collisionalities are the ELM frequency dependence on power, the occurrence of Type III ELMs at low powers above the L-H threshold power, the effect of plasma triangularity and isotopic mass, and, not discussed in this paper, the fact that, the ELM crash is smaller than for Type I ELMs in the entire collisionality range [35] . These common observations are indicative of a common physics mechanism for the ELM trigger.
A model for Type III ELMs (Pogutse-Igithkanov [23, 24] ) that considers the resistive interchange instability with magnetic flutter was tested against the JET experimental data. The model predicts well, over the entire collisionality range, the density dependence of the critical temperature for the transition to Type I ELMs in JET as well as in other tokamaks. In JET, this model also predicts the experimentally observed toroidal field dependence of the critical temperature of Type III ELMs. Nevertheless, the JET results show that such a model does not describe correctly the experimental variation of the critical temperature with isotopic mass and with q 95 . Other experimental observations suggest instead that a different instability might be responsible for Type III ELMs at different collisionality. At low collisionality, in plasmas with and without an ITB, a current ramp-down triggers the transition from Type III to Type I ELMs, indicating a role of the edge currents and suggesting current driven peeling modes as the candidate instability. At high collisionality, a model (Chankin-Saibene [33] ) based on the resistive ballooning instability reproduces correctly the JET data for the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs in terms of the critical density, n e,crit = B t /q 5/4 . In JET Type III ELMy H-modes, the energy confinement enhancement factor degrades with density and increases with triangularity over the entire collisionality range in a manner similar to that for H-modes with Type I ELMs, indicating that these two trends are not specifically related to the ELM type. Although the reduction in confinement with Type III ELMs with respect to Type I ELMy H-modes is quantitatively similar at high and low densities, the signatures are different. In fact, while at high densities the degradation of confinement is mainly due to the cooling of the pedestal (sometimes accompanied by loss of pedestal density), at low densities the pedestal temperature does not vary or increases at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs, and the loss of pedestal pressure is mainly caused by a strong decrease in the pedestal density. Similar to what is observed with Type I ELMs, a higher density with better global confinement is achieved also in the Type III ELMy regime by increasing the plasma triangularity. Nevertheless, the few data available suggest that, at least at a high density, the relative degradation of confinement at the transition from Type I to Type III ELMs might be more substantial at higher δ values, mainly due to the larger loss of pedestal density at the transition.
